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Learning Objectives

By the end of this presentation, you should be able to: 

● Understand what RBA is and why it was introduced
● Know how RBA works
● Understand the balance between Fraud-mitigation and User convenience



Why was RBA introduced?



What is RBA?
An Authentication system that takes into account the 
profile of the agent requesting access to the system to 
determine the risk



Recall:



But why are our passwords susceptible to hacking? 
Weak Passwords: (bad Policy)

A password policy is a set of rules designed to enhance computer security by 
encouraging users to employ strong passwords and use them properly.



But why are our passwords susceptible to hacking? (cont’d) 

Weak Passwords: (bad Policy)

By using a dictionary attack of the most used
passwords, the hacker can easily break the
password hash.



But why are our passwords susceptible to hacking? (cont’d) 
Password Hash File



Factors for Profile Compilation



Authentication Methods



Authentication Methods



RBA at a Glance



Risk Engine: Determining Risk



Risk Engine: Risk Assessment



RBA Use Case: Scenario 1



RBA Use Case: Scenario 2



RBA Use Case: Scenario 3



By determining risk, the system 
minimizes the false positive and false 

negative transactions



“Step-up” Authentication



One Time Passwords (OTP) 



OTP Example 











Chip Authentication Program



How CAP Works



Q & A
Q1: How does RBA balance strong security and user-convenience?

A: By Determining risk and only requiring a small number of transactors (that 
are deemed risky) to further authenticate themselves.

Q2: How does RBA determine risk?

A: Through a risk engine that evaluates a risk score based on the user’s 
behaviour in comparison to the account profile to determine if any 
abnormalities are present.

Q 3: What is an OTP?

A : A one-time password (OTP) is a random password that is valid for only one 
login session or transaction.



Questions?


